
Приложение 3 

Угадайте песню по переводу. 
 
1. 
Strange dreams strange spring 
See I, see you day and night again. 
We met in the middle of winter, 
But each other with you could not not to know. 
Cold nights, lonely days- 
All is forgotten for a long time and went nowhere. 
Will the two of us much warmer, 
Even if again for window cold. 
Oh, everything that's gone, 
The snow covered his tracks forever. 
Winter-cold, lonely houses, 
The seas, the cities , all seem to be made of ice. 
But soon spring, snow will melt and then 
Behind the white wall we will stay with you. 
The wind covers your tracks, 
But you will not hide in this empty castle. 
Hear footsteps?"it is the tread of spring. 
It means we'll be alone soon. 
Oh, the wind is beating against the window, 
No one will know where we are now. 
Winter-cold, lonely houses, 
The seas, the cities , all seem to be made of ice. 
But soon spring, snow will melt and then 
Behind the white wall we will stay with you. 
Winter, winter, winter 
Cold, cold 
Spring, spring 
I'm alone, you're alone 
 
 
2. 
Today, snow has been falling, all day. 
It's falling gently, in circles, 
Do you remember? Then, everything was covered in snow too. 
That was the snow of our meeting, 
It was laying before us, of the whitest white, like a blank sheet of paper, 
And I thought we will write on that paper the story of our love. 
A snowfall like this, a snowfall like this, 
These places haven't seen in a long time. 
But the snow didn't know and it kept falling, the snow didn't know and kept falling. 
Earth was wonderful, wonderful and pure. 
The snow is falling, in circles, it keeps flying. Coming closer to earth. 
Winter is snowing in all that was before you. 
On the fallen, white snow, on the fallen white snow, 
On this pure, weightless snow, 
The first, the very first 
Shy and timid, a footstep similar to yours is made. 
The snow is falling, in circles, it keeps flying. Coming closer to earth. 
Winter is snowing in all that was before you. 
Space will extend, space will extend 



To the furthest morning horizon. 
But I believe that soon, I believe that soon 
My prints in the snow will reach you. 
The snow is falling, in circles, it keeps flying. Coming closer to earth. 
Winter is snowing in all that was before you. 
And snow is just like then - of the whitest white, like a blank sheet of paper, 
And I want us to wonder again in the huge city, just the two of us, 
And that this white snow would not become the snow of our separation. 
 
3. 
Strange dreams strange spring 
See I, see you day and night again. 
We met in the middle of winter, 
But each other with you could not not to know. 
Cold nights, lonely days- 
All is forgotten for a long time and went nowhere. 
Will the two of us much warmer, 
Even if again for window cold. 
Oh, everything that's gone, 
The snow covered his tracks forever. 
Winter-cold, lonely houses, 
The seas, the cities , all seem to be made of ice. 
But soon spring, snow will melt and then 
Behind the white wall we will stay with you. 
The wind covers your tracks, 
But you will not hide in this empty castle. 
Hear footsteps?"it is the tread of spring. 
It means we'll be alone soon. 
Oh, the wind is beating against the window, 
No one will know where we are now. 
Winter-cold, lonely houses, 
The seas, the cities , all seem to be made of ice. 
But soon spring, snow will melt and then 
Behind the white wall we will stay with you. 
Winter, winter, winter 
Cold, cold 
Spring, spring 
I'm alone, you're alone 
 


